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Kuhn Radius & Angle Dresser 

To Centralize Diamond Point: 

1. Loosen the set screw holding the rod in the spindle
arm.

2. Set diamond for “Zero” radius.

3. Place indicator over diamond point.

4. Rotate swing arm 10 to 15 degrees either way,
gently tapping slide until the indicator shows no
movement.

5. Tighten set screw.

To Set Diamond for Desired Radius: 

1. Remove slide with diamond holder.

2. Place upside down over gage blocks or planer gage
on smooth surface such as hardened parallel,
allowing diamond to merely touch surface. Tighten
thumb screw by hand only.

In selecting gage blocks, note center line dimension 
stamped on tool.  This dimension is to top of slide block.  
Add or subtract for desired radius.

For Setting Angles: 

This tool uses a unique system for angle setting.  Note the circular graduations in 5 degree spacings, numbered on every 
third spacing, for easier reading.   

The bearing cap is graduated on 4 degrees, and numbered on every line.  Thus, to set on 17 degrees, you swing to the 15 
degree on the circular side, plus 2 spacing’s on the bearing cap. 

By using care in lining up the graduation marks angles can be divided very accurately. 

Inasmuch as any form consists of radii or angles or combinations, any form can be very accurately and quickly dressed on 
any surface grinder. 

This is a precision tool, and should be handled as such.  

Care must be taken to keep diamond slide dry and free from grit.  Do not oil or grease diamond slide or spindle bearing. 

Reconditioning unit consists of : 
1. Refit Spindle
2. Re-square unit
3. Re-lap & refit slide
4. Replace lens
5. Verify all parts are in working order
6. Remove rust and clean

* Any missing parts will be quoted before
replacing 

Model: KR    Please reference this diagram when ordering replacement parts. 


